**Macbeth Crossword**

**Across**

1. Macbeth attacks Macduff’s castle and kills Macduff’s wife and ________.

6. Macbeth is named Thane of ________ because of his bravery in battle.

7. In Act II, Scene i, Macbeth sees a dagger before him. He reaches out to ________ it.

10. King ________ I traced his ancestry to Banquo.

13. The servants must ________ Lady Macbeth light at all times.

16. ________ is a noble king.

17. “A little water clears ________ of this deed.”

18. Donalbain flees to ________.

19. “Of ________ men else I have avoided thee.”

21. The porter thinks he is at the gates of ________.

22. “We have lost/Best half of our affair.” “Best half” refers to ________.

24. Macbeth asks Banquo, “Is ________ far you ride?”

25. Macbeth says, “If it were ________ when ’tis ________ then ’twere well it were ________ quickly.”

26. ________ was the place of coronation for Scottish kings.

28. ________ is the author of Macbeth.

31. Macbeth has trouble with his ________ at night.

33. The Chronicles by ________ were a major historical source for many of Shakespeare’s plays.

34. At first, Ross tells MacDuff that MacDuff’s family is ________.

35. Norway was Scotland’s ________.

36. Lady Macbeth gives something to the guards to make them ________.

39. ________ is the Prince of Cumberland.

41. ________ wood comes to Dunsinane hill.

42. Malcolm commands, “Now near enough; your leavy screens throw ________."

43. Duncan says that one cannot tell what a person is like by the look on his ________.

44. Malcolm flees to ________.

47. Macbeth falsely says ________ has “no spur/To prick the sides of” his intent.

49. Macbeth sees the ________ of Banquo.

52. The second apparition is a bloody ________.

54. Macbeth does not fear ________ born of woman.

55. Old Siward is the ________ of Northumberland.

57. One of the noblemen of Scotland is ________.

58. Macbeth tells the ________ to “wink at the hand” or pretend not to see what the hand has done.

59. Macbeth kills Young ________.

60. Macduff talks about the ________ robes that Macbeth has obtained.

61. In Act III, Scene iii, Lennox says that this has been a ________ evening with unusual happenings.

**Down**

2. Macbeth thinks that his hands could turn the ________ red.

3. ________ (a number) person(s) is (are) missing from the banquet at Macbeth’s home.

4. ________ flees to England to obtain help for his cause.

5. “________ is fair.”

8. Macbeth says about his ________, “This is a sorry sight.”

9. Lady Macbeth prays to ________ spirits.

11. ________ is a tyrant.

12. Fleance is Banquo’s ________.

13. Malcolm does not think he has “king-becoming ________”.

14. The ________ are the instruments of darkness.

15. There is ________ on the murderer’s face.

16. Duncan is killed with a ________.

20. “Look like the innocent flower,/But ________ the serpent under ‘t.”

21. Macbeth says he will not kill Banquo because some of [Banquo’s] ________ friends are also Macbeth’s friends.

23. The witches give ________ answer when Macbeth asks if Banquo’s line will reign.

27. “Something wicked this way ________.”

29. Shakespeare lived during the ________ Age.

30. Malcolm and Donalbain leave England because they are suspects in the horrible ________ that was committed.

32. The ________ was a theater where many of Shakespeare’s plays were presented.

33. In Macbeth, ________ is the leader of the witches.

35. The palace is located at ________ [a town].

37. Fleance and Banquo go out for an evening ________.

38. Macbeth does not want to kill Duncan because he is a ________.

40. Macbeth promises to do all that he can—“all that may become a ________.”

43. Fleance had ________ from the murderers.

45. Duncan’s death is blamed on the ________.

46. A ________ and a gentlewoman observe Lady Macbeth sleepwalking.

47. Macbeth thinks it unwise to kill Duncan not only because Duncan is king but also because, while he resides at Macbeth’s, Macbeth is Duncan’s ________.

48. Macduff is the Thane of ________.

49. The eighth king in the apparition holds a ________.

50. In the third apparition, a crowned child holds a ________ in his hand.

51. Macbeth obtains the ________ by killing Duncan.

53. Macbeth cannot pronounce the word ________.

56. Lady Macbeth tries to ________ out the stain of the murder from her conscience.